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Becoming an Accountant

Accountancy is among the world’s  
most stimulating, exciting and rewarding 
professions. It’s at the heart of every 
modern business, from sole traders to 
multinationals, and people with the right 
financial skills are an asset no modern 
organisation can afford to be without. 

From 1 September 2016 the AAT updated 
the syllabus to ensure the qualification 
continues to meet the needs of employers 
and other interested parties, improving the 
overall quality of the qualification and your 
career options. If you are part way through 
your qualification, see bpp.com for more 
information.

Studying for the AAT qualification is  
your ideal first step to becoming an 
accounting professional, affiliated to a 
widely-recognised professional body with 
around 130,000 members in more than  
90 countries.

To make sure the AAT is the right 
qualification for you, this guide will show 
how it works and what it can do to advance 
your career. It will help you think about how 
to prepare for success, and turn your hard 
work and effort into becoming a qualified 
accounting technician.

Then, like many other AAT qualifiers before 
you, you’ll open up the opportunity to 
work in well-rewarded roles with major 
employers across the world. 

Did you know that accountants  
don’t need to be great at maths? 
The majority of work uses 
methodological processes 
to solve problems instead.

Accounting jobs 
are predicted  
to grow by  
13% by 2022*
*Bureau of Labor Statistics

 Working in accounting

Attention 
to detail

Communication 

Basic 
maths

Problem 
solving

Time management

Typical Hours: 
30-40 per week

Salary:  
£15,000 - 
£50,000+

2022202020182016

Work 
Environment: 

Office
Top 5 skills for  

an accounting career
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Boost your earning potential

Foundation Certificate in Accounting - Level 2

Advanced Diploma in Accounting - Level 3 

Professional Diploma in Accounting - Level 4

^Source: Total Jobs Salary Checker 2015

£52,000^

£42,500^

£32,500^

£25,000^ 

FINANCIAL CONTROLLER 

BOOKKEEPER 

PART QUALIFIED ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 

CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
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The AAT is the ideal qualification to launch a career in accountancy, giving you essential 
accounting skills based on real world knowledge to give your employment prospects a real 
boost. As one of the world’s largest and most successful accountancy training providers,  
BPP Professional Education is the ideal place to study it too. Our outstanding pass rates 
and awards for ‘Best Progression to Full Membership’ from the AAT mean we can give you 
the best chance of taking your career to the next level. In addition, all our AAT courses will 
benefit from BPP Momentum – an exciting new way to learn that gives you the extra support 
you need to pass your AAT exams.

Achievement Ladder – the key to your success.
At the heart of BPP Momentum is the Achievement Ladder. It is a series of steps 
that build your confidence, testing your knowledge as you go. Our step-by-step 
approach gives your studies both structure and the flexibility to learn at your own 
pace. With the great range of support offered, you’ll understand how to improve 
and be in the best position to pass your exams.

A complete set of learning activities
The course content is broken into topics, including access to recorded lectures, 
up to 300 practice questions and 1000 answers with detailed feedback for  
each paper.

Study materials designed to help you succeed.
All the study materials, learning activities, questions and feedback you will 
need to pick up the theory at the right pace (see page 13).

Programme Advisors help you stay on track.
Programme Advisors support you and get you back on track if you miss or fail a 
step on your Achievement Ladder.

Focus Sessions help you focus on tricky areas of study. 
Stuck on a tricky topic? Then our free live webinars, or Focus Sessions, will help 
you understand more complex subjects.

Online but not alone. 
However you study, enjoy access to an online community where you can interact 
with your support team and fellow students on your cohort.

Our tutors have one aim - for you to pass first time.
You’ll have access to an AAT expert tutor, available 5 days a week for technical 
queries, personal feedback and support. Your tutor will be the person who explains 
how your course will be structured, help you prepare for exams, remind you of 
your deadlines, and offer encouragement and support throughout your studies.

Even if your AAT exams don’t go your way, we will.
Don’t worry if you don’t pass first time. With our Lifetime Pass Assurance°, you 
can repeat your course as many times as you need until you pass. We’re here to 
support you, every step of the way. 

BPP is the ideal place 
to study the AAT

Our courses offer support, structure and 
flexibility. We’re focused on your success, 

every step of the way.
Winner

Training Provider
AWARDS 2017
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The AAT Accounting Qualification

What’s an accounting technician?
An accounting technician can cover many types 
of accountancy roles, from bookkeeping and basic 
administration to heading an entire company finance 
department – or even the company itself. Typical roles 
for qualified accountants include Financial Controller, 
Accountants Manager or Qualified Accounting Technician, 
which can command salaries over £50,000.

Can I become a Chartered 
Accountant?
Completing your AAT gives you exemptions from the entry 
papers to every UK Chartered Accountancy body, including 
ACCA and CIMA, which can allow you to progress to 
Chartered status.

How can AAT progress my career? 
The AAT Accounting Qualification is the ideal way to 
launch your career in accountancy, giving you essential 
skills based on real world knowledge. Recognised 
throughout the UK and around the world, it shows future 
employers you have accountancy expertise and skills to 
turn theory in to practice. The qualification is made up 
of three levels, and the further you progress, the more 
employment opportunities and types of role you can  
apply for. 

What is the AAT?
AAT stands for the Association of Accounting Technicians, 
and the qualification offers the perfect start to a successful 
accounting and finance career. The qualification is 
recognised by leading employers in the UK and around the 
world, and is the ideal first step whether you’re just starting 
out, already working in finance or thinking of changing 
careers, as it shows you have the accountancy expertise 
and skills to turn theory into practice. 
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Are there any entry requirements?
The AAT is open to everyone, whether you’re a school-leaver, already 
working in accounting, returning to work or considering a career 
change, regardless of your experience or previous qualifications. 

What makes up the AAT?
There are three main levels to the AAT Accounting Qualification, each 
made up of 3 and 4 units which can be sat separately, plus a Synoptic 
Assessment for each level (see page 8 for more information). Each 
level is a qualification in its own right which can be completed in a 
little as three months, but usually takes a year.

Starting the AAT

Foundation Certificate in 
Accounting - Level 2

5 units
• Bookkeeping Transactions
• Bookkeeping Controls
•  Elements of Costing
• Using Accounting Software

Synoptic Assessment
• Work Effectively in Finance

Professional Diploma 
in Accounting - Level 4 
Mandatory units

4 units
• Financial Statements of

Limited Companies
• Management Accounting:

Budgeting
• Management Accounting:

Decision and Control

Synoptic Assessment
• Accounting Systems 

and Controls

Advanced Diploma in 
Accounting - Level 3

6 units
• Advanced Bookkeeping
• Final Accounts Preparation
• Management Accounting: 

Costing
• Indirect Tax

Synoptic Assessment
• Ethics for Accountants

• Spreadsheets for Accounting

Professional Diploma 
in Accounting - Level 4 
Optional units

Choose 2 from 5 units
• Personal Tax
• Business Tax
• Credit Management 
• Cash and Treasury 

Management
• External Auditing

AAT 
Accountancy 
Qualification

Average progression of 3 years

Not sure which level you should 
start at? The AAT online skills 
check will test your existing 
knowledge and understanding and, 
depending on your score, guide 
you to an appropriate entry level. 
aatskillcheck.org/home
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Am I good enough on a computer? 
Online learning is an ideal way to study outside the classroom, and our online learning 
environment is simple to navigate and learn from. As long as you’re comfortable with basic 
computer programmes and navigating the internet, you can learn from the comfort of 
your own home via our Online Classroom or award winning Online Classroom Live study 
options. See our online learning options on page 12.

How will I be examined?
When you study the AAT qualification you will be examined via Computer Based Tests and a 
Synoptic Assessment for each level.

Computer Based Tests
Computer Based Tests (CBTs) measure your understanding and application of knowledge for 
each unit within a level, and is automatically marked to give you an immediate result. CBTs 
can be sat at one of our approved AAT approved assessment centres. Each of the AAT levels 
are graded either Pass, Merit or Distinction.

Synoptic Assessment
Synoptic Assessments are computer based, time limited exams which are invigilated at 
BPP Professional Education approved centres. They can include a range of question types 
including multiple choice and numeric gap questions, plus written answers to allow you to 
demonstrate your skills and knowledge across everything you have learned within each level. 

Level 2 Synoptic Assessments are available regularly, with Levels 3 and 4 available six times 
per year. However, should you be unsuccessful in your exam, AAT limit the number of resits 
which can be taken each year during Level 2 and Level 3.

I was so impressed with the teaching and how 
easy the online lectures were to follow. The notes 
and annotations were so helpful and made revising 
so much easier. 

Level 4 Distance Learning AAT Student 

Enhanced
online platform

Expert tutors
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Studying the AAT opens the door to a practical career in accountancy, and when  
you balance the quality of your studies and the future benefits with what it costs, its great 
value too. As BPP will help you pass your exams and reach full qualification as quickly  
and cost-effectively as possible, it’s not just a great career move, it also makes sound 
financial sense. 

1. Training provider fees
In other words, BPP course fees, what you pay to us to cover the cost of your 
tuition and learning materials. You can study the AAT Accounting Qualification 
one paper at a time, but booking your level in advance as a whole entitles you to 
a 10% discount+ and the ability to use our free Payment Plan (page 10), as well 
as the motivation to progress through all the units  
and complete your level. 

2. AAT fees
These fees are paid to the AAT, and cover your student registration and the 
additional support you’ll have throughout your studies as a student member. 
A rough summary of fees is below.

What will the AAT cost?

In Centre  
Classroom

Online  
Classroom Live Online Classroom

Level 2 £1370  £1080 £995

Level 3 £1965 £1665 £1525

Level 4 £2080 + 
2× Optional Units

£1795 + 
2× Optional Units

£1460 + 
2× Optional Units

Admission 
Fee

Annual  
Membership 

Fee

Examination 
Entry

Examination  
Resit  

If not covered by  
Pass Assurance (pg13)

Synoptic 
Fees

Level 2

£44 £94

£80 £80 £81

Level 3 £80 £80 £86

Level 4 £80 £80 £87

Our Payment and funding options can make your course fees 
manageable, find out more on page 10.£
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What funding  
options are available?

Can my employer help?
If you’re working, it’s always worth telling 
your manager you’re planning to study the 
AAT. As it’s a practical qualification that 
helps you in your job, many employers are 
willing to help with the costs – and even 
give you time off for classes and exams,  
or involve you in projects that will help  
your studies. 

Receive a 10% 
discount when you 

book a full level+

Apprenticeships can take you further
If you’re bright, ambitious and aged 16+, a Professional Apprenticeship could be for you. It means you 
could have a full-time job with a full-time salary and no training fees, all whilst working towards your 
qualification. We work with many employers and could help you secure a suitable apprentice role so 
you could gain real, hands-on experience, study for the AAT and get paid.

Make studying more affordable with our Payment Plan
Our free Payment Plan makes course fees more affordable by spreading them into four equal monthly 
instalments. There’s no interest and no fees to pay, and it’s available when you book a full level, so 
you can also take advantage of our 10% full level discount+. The first instalment is paid at the time 
of booking, with the other three taken on an agreed date of each subsequent month. To qualify, you 
should be a UK resident paying your own course fees – for more details, talk to our advisors.
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Find your study method

Find out which study 
method suits you best

YES

YES

NO

NO

In Centre 
Classroom

Online  
Classroom Live

Online 
Classroom

Can you commit 
to a specific  
study time?

Can you get to a
BPP location?

Being able to spend time with other students 
asking questions in the same environment helped 
me to better understand the topics and activities, 
and the online learning environment was an excellent 
way to revise what I had been taught in class.

Level 2 In Centre Student
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Ways to study the AAT

Study via distance learning with 
flexibility and support

Throughout your online studies you’ll have 
access to an expert tutor to contact and 
be part of a genuine student community, 
connected by an online forum. Your online 
learning environment will give access 
to a full range of recorded lectures - the 
same you would experience with In Centre 
learning. Your Programme Advisor will 
keep you on track with regular emails and 
prompts, to help you make the best use of 
your study time.

In Centre: Classroom-based learning
Stay motivated and on track with our In Centre Classroom courses. Available daytime, evening and at 
weekends at our convenient locations throughout the UK, our expert tutors use their enthusiasm and 
passion to bring topics to life. With your dedicated tutor on hand you can tailor sessions and focus on 
areas you are finding more difficult. Plus, you will have access to a library of online content including a 
comprehensive suite of pre-recorded lectures, to watch anywhere on demand. 

Online Classroom Live: Real-time distance learning
With everything you would expect from a traditional BPP classroom but delivered live and interactively, 
you can study wherever you want with less travel, more convenience and more start dates. As the 
most innovative and dynamic way to study AAT, you will learn with our award winning live sessions at 
scheduled times. You will have your own dedicated tutor who gives you proactive support and guidance, 
as well as access to a library of on demand online lectures from the start. 

Online Classroom: Distance learning
Online Classroom gives you all the freedom and flexibility you could need. You learn from our expert 
tutors via pre-recorded lectures. Our range of study materials and exam-style questions help you practice 
and apply everything you learn, building your knowledge as you go. Key dates for each paper and detailed 
study guidance ensures you’re always up to date and ready for your next step. Plus, with our online 
forum, you can chat to fellow students and tutors, throughout your course. 
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BPP Learning Media’s ground-breaking study resources will help you achieve success.  
We concentrate on what you need to build your knowledge and pass your exams, and  
have built our AAT courses and products around student feedback and requests.  
However you choose to study; In Centre, Online Classroom Live or Online Classroom-  
all the AAT materials you need are included free with your course.

Course Books
The Course Books cover the knowledge and understanding of each 
unit, along with numerous illustrations, practical examples and tasks to 
consolidate your learning.

Question Banks
The Question Banks are full of exam standard questions and answers, 
and are written in an interactive style similar to AAT’s tasks.

Passcards
Pocket-sized revision tools which summarise all the key points 
you’ve learnt in your studies – refresh your knowledge in the build up 
to your exams.

Your study materials

I found the study materials amazing! I loved 
the course layout via modules and the progress 
tests. The Text is a great support when you’re 
unsure on certain areas and the Question Banks 
are great revision tools.

Level 3 In Centre Student
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Your steps to  
becoming qualified

1. Decide on your course
Read this guide and talk to our advisors to decide which level and method of study is right for you. Take a look at our payment and  
funding options (page 10) to see how we can make your studies more affordable. Plus, you can save 10%+ if you book a whole level with BPP,  
call today and quote AAT10 to find out more.

2. Book onto your course
When you’re ready, get in touch to book onto your chosen AAT course, either online at bpp.com, by phoning 03300 603 
100 or emailing bookings@bpp.com

3. Register as an AAT Student Member
To officially start your studies you’ll need to register with the AAT itself, joining a network of 130,000 members and gaining access to 
a library of additional online resources. You can do this at the same time as booking a course with us.

4. Study and qualify
Develop your skills and underpin them with knowledge. Your tutor will be in contact before and during your course and will always be on 
hand to help. Immerse yourself in your studies, and work towards achieving a recognised, professional qualification to enhance your CV.

5. Take your next steps
It’s up to you what you want to do after you’re qualified. You could continue studying towards Chartered Accountant status with 
exemptions from every UK chartered accountancy body’s professional qualification (including ACCA and CIMA), or you can start 
working in accountancy, perhaps even setting up your own practice. 
Once you’ve qualified and built up your work experience, you’ll be entitled to apply for AAT professional membership, allowing 
you to use the letters MAAT after your name. Whatever your goals, we’ll be here to advise you on your next steps.



o Lifetime Pass Assurance is based on booking a full level, terms and conditions apply
+10% Discount only available on full level bookings, terms and conditions apply
** The Achievement Ladder will not be available for UACC

Further sources 
The BPP website 
bpp.com

The AAT website 
aat.org.uk

Call 03300 603 100

Get the results  
you want with BPP

Save 10% on a full level booking – 
Find out how our tutors use their frontline industry experience with first-rate 
academic expertise. Discover our step-by-step courses, online learning tools, 
study modes that suit you, and why thousands of students worldwide choose to 
study with us. Then learn how easy it is to book your course.

Visit bpp.com
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Call 03300 603 100 
bpp.com

©BPP Professional Education Limited 2016


